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It is often asserted that Euclid had no single word for “radius,” but rather used the description “the
line drawn from the center.” We examine the linguistic practice of Euclid, Archimedes, and Apollonius
and find that it is more subtle than that. C° 1999 Academic Press
Il est souvent dit qu’Euclide n’avait pas de mot pour “rayon,” et qu’a` sa place il se servait de la
description “la ligne trace´e a` partir du centre.” Nous examinons ici la pratique linguistique d’Euclide,
Archime`de, et Apollonius, pour montrer que celle-ci est plus subtile que cela. C° 1999 Academic Press
MSC 1991 subject classification: 01A20.
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In this note we propose that the Greek noun diasteˆma in the dative form ,
the only form found in the Elements, should be understood as a special technical term in
Euclid’s geometry. Although “the radius of a circle” is regularly called “the line from the
center,” , he always uses diasteˆma when he is having a circle described;
the word undoubtedly does service for “radius,” and this is the only use of this word in the
Elements.1 The first such instance is in Postulate 3:
[and (let it be postulated) to have a circle described with any center and radius]. [2, 1 : 5]
In most discussions of the postulates it is claimed that Euclidean constructions are based
on straightedge and compass.2 It is often said that postulates 1 and 2 (“let it be postulated
to produce a finite straight line continuously in a straight line”) assert that a straightedge
may be used to draw a line between two points or to extend a given line, while Postulate 3
says that one can use a compass to describe a circle centered at any given point with any
given radius. But if that is true, how can it be that the words for straightedge ( ) and
compass ( ) do not occur at all in the Elements nor, for that matter, in what has
been transmitted from Archimedes and Apollonius?
1 A complete list of the 30 places where it occurs is: Postulate 3, I 1 (twice), 2 (twice), 3, 12, 22 (twice); II 14;
III 17, 25, 33 (three times); IV 1, 4 (twice), 5 (twice), 8 (twice), 9, 10, 13 (twice), 14, 15; X1 1; XII 17.
2 Vitrac [3, 1 : 171-2] is an exception to this, expressing deep reservations about the standard view.
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A PLATONIC ATTITUDE
Euclid and his followers may have understood these postulates in a Platonic way, an
interpretation founded, among other things, on what can be learned from Euclid’s Data: the
stage on which mathematics is played out is the Realm of Intelligence. When Euclid wrote
in Postulate 1:
˙
[Let it be demanded that a straight line be drawn from any point to any point] [2, 1 : 4],
his audience may have understood this it as “Whenever there are two points, there is also a
straight line joining them,” and we are permitted to behave accordingly, that is, to conceive a
picture of that line. To exhibit it in practice, we would of course need a ruler, but that would
be to work in another world than that of the Realm of Intelligence. When Euclid wrote in
Postulate 3, “and (let it be postulated) that a circle can be described with any center and
radius,” his readers may also have understood this as “and whenever there are a point and
an interval (between two given points, an ‘opening’), there is also a circle having the point
for center and the interval for radius,” and we can also conceive that circle, but to draw it in
the picture would of course require a compass, and that also would be to leave the Realm
of Intelligence.
THE HELPING HAND
It may be appropriate here to introduce “The Helping Hand,” a well-known factotum
in Greek geometry who takes care that lines are drawn, circles are described, points are
taken, perpendiculars are dropped, etc. The perfect imperative passive is its verbal mask:
“Let a circle have been described ( ) with center A and radius AB.” No one who
has studied the Elements in Greek will have missed it, and never do we find any of the
commands or exhortations so familiar from our own classrooms: “Draw the median from
vertex A,” “If we cut the circle by that secant line,” “Let us add those squares together.” The
Helping Hand is always there first to see that things are done and to keep the operations free
from contamination by our mortal fingers. However there is no magic involved: the Helping
Hand can do only such work as is warranted by postulates or propositions. Thus, it can
let circles be described by Postulate 3; it can let equilateral triangles be designed on given
line segments by Proposition I.1; angles can be bisected thanks to I.10; but it cannot trisect
an angle for you. Its main effect and interest is to keep us mortals out of the play. Greek
geometry is not about what we can do, but about what can be done. Plato was familiar with
The Helping Hand when (in the Republic VI 527 a6 ff.) he characterized mathematicians:
“Their language is most ludicrous, though they cannot help it, for they speak as if they were
doing something and as if all their words were directed towards action. For all their talk is
of squaring and applying and adding and the like...” [6, 2 : 171].
HEATH’S NOTE ON POSTULATE 3
In his influential note on Postulate 3, Sir Thomas Heath asserted that “This word
, meaning distance, ... was the regular word used for describing a circle with
a certain radius.... The Greeks had no word corresponding to radius: if they had to ex-
press it, they said “(straight lines) drawn from the center” [4, 1 : 199]. He certainly had
a point: diasteˆma, or rather its dative form diasteˆmati is without exception the one word
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used when Euclid is having a circle described—but Heath may not have appreciated why
the Greeks used two different expressions for radius. The Data presents many examples
with the two expressions occurring side by side, e.g., Proposition 31: “... with center A
and radius ( ) AD let the circle EDZ have been described; so the circle EDZ
is given in position, because its center A is given in position and the line from the center
( ) AD is given in magnitude” [2, 6 : 52.22–25].
We have concentrated on the Elements, but a search of the remaining works of Euclid and
of Archimedes using the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae [9] and a skimming of Apollonius’s
Conics points to the same situation, which can be characterized as follows: whenever a
circle is to be described (that is, whenever a form of the verb is around) with a
certain interval as radius, the word used is diasteˆmati, whereas if a circle is assumed to be
there at the outset, or has already been described, its radius is referred to as the line from the
center.
SO IS THERE A COMPASS AFTER ALL?
The double vocabulary for radius gave us the idea of the use of diasteˆma, that if it is not
the actual term for compass that we miss in the texts, then it might at least have very much
to do with that tool. The word means “standing apart” (from C ), “separation,”
the “opening” (for example of a bottle), and it might well carry the idea of the ‘stride’ or
angle of a pair of compasses. So when Euclid allows The Helping Hand to describe a circle
with any center and any diasteˆma, he may mean “with a given opening of the compass.”
This interpretation would explain why the word occurs only when a circle is needed and is
about to be described, and why it is found only in the instrumental dative, “by means of this
separation of the legs of the compass”—the said “separation” being given by the endpoints
of the given line—whereas the locution “the line from the center” is used in contexts where
the circle is already there.
DISTANCE AND DIMENSION
As Heath commented, the word generally means “distance” and his examples from
Aristotle can be supplemented by the passage he quoted [4 : 1, 190] from Proclus as a
comment on Elements I, Definition 23 about parallel lines: Proclus [7, 176.6–17; 8, 138]
attributed to Posidonius a definition of parallels which implies equal perpendiculars, that is,
a constant difference, diasteˆma, between the lines. In space, the word denotes “dimension,”
for example when Aristotle discussed “place,” topos, in Physics 209a5: “A ‘place’ has three
diasteˆmata, length, breadth, and depth” [1, 1 : 282–283]. But never do we find these usages
in Greek geometry.
CONCLUSION
We may conclude that in Greek geometry, whenever a circle is to be described, di-
asteˆma always means the “opening of a (notional) compass,” that is, its radius conceived
as a separation. In other contexts it means “distance,” though geometrically, as a line, and
never numerically. In his Dictionnaire historique de la terminologie ge´ome´trique des grecs,
Mugler gave several examples from Greek mathematical works which confirm our thesis;
nevertheless he wrote: “La terme est ainsi synonyme de ”
[5, 1 : 136]. We have argued that the terms were not synonyms, but were alternative
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expressions for “radius” according as the circle was to be created (needing a tool) or was
there already with its diameters and “lines from the center to the periphery.”
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